acute illness he then led a religious life until his death in 1700.
During the time of his illness, Haizmann painted a series of eight pictures of his visions of the Devil. In the book by Macalpine and Hunter these are plates numbered 1 to 8. Plates 9 to 12 are reproductions of other interesting morbid pictures from history relating to the Devil and to demonology.
The book is divided into four parts. Part one gives an introduction and a historical review of the contributions of psychoanalysis to psychiatry and an outline of the psychoanalytic theory of psychosis. Part two includes an account of the manuscript and a translation of it (pages 57-86). Part three. includes an account of Freud's analysis of the painter (1923) which Freud believed confirmed his theory of conflict over unconscious homosexuality which had been published in 1911 (the Schreber case.). Then follows a psychoanalytic discussion of the Devil, homosexuality, sex conflicts in general, a discussion of Haizmann's illness, and a comparison with Sscreber's. Part four includes further historical accounts and psychoanalytic theoretical issues. An appendix reproduces the original Tropbauem Mariano-Cellense which is in Latin (pages . This appendix is preceded by a good bibliography (which seems accurate) and it is followed by a useful index.
The text is rather wordy and contains much material redundant to the subject. It serves to deify Freud whom the authors compare with Harvey, "What Harvey did for the body, Freud did for the mind" (page 30).
The book leaves a non-psychoanalytically oriented reviewer without any different ideas or convictions about psyohoanalysis or its usefulness, but much more informed about the history of psychiatry. It is an interesting and informative book and well worth the reading.
E. L. MARGETTS, M.D.,
Vancouver.
